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ABSTRACT 
For an n X n Boolean matrix R, let A, = {n X n matrices A over a field F such 
that if qr =0 then aii =O}. We show that a collection A,<,>,...,ARckj generates all 
nXn matrices over F if and only if the matrix 1 all of whose entries are 1 can be 
expressedasaBooleanprc&ctofHallmatricesfromtheset {R(I),...,R(k)}. We 
show that 1 can be expressed as a product of Hall matrices R (i ) if and only if 
ZR(i) @R(i) is primitive. 
By Bookan mutix we mean a matrix over the semiring (0, 1} under the 
Booleanoperations, i.e. 0+0=0~0=0~1=1~0=0, and l+l=l+O=O+l= 
1 . 1 = 1. Let B, denote the set of n X n Boolean matrices. Let M,(F) denote 
the set of all nXn matrices over F. Let REB,,. Let A, ={AEM,,(F): rii =0 
implies aii =O}. M. Tchuente [3] proved that A, generates ah nXn matrices 
over the real numbers for R reflexive and symmetric, if and only if the graph 
R is connected. He has since [4] extended this result to an arbitrary matrix 
having ones on its main diagonal. (See also [S].) Here we generalize this to an 
arbitrary field and Boolean matrix R, and in fact to a collection of such 
matrices. Factorizations of arbitrary matrices by matrices in A, have apph- 
cations to parallel computation of linear mappings. First we need some 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. The n x n Boolean matrix ah of whose entries are 1 will 
be denoted by .I. 
DEFINITION 2. If some power of a Boolean matrix A equals J, the 
Boolean matrix A is said to be primitive. 
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DEFINITION 3. For Boolean matrices A, B, we have A d B if and only if 
aii = 1 implies b,, = 1. 
DEFINITION 4. A Boolean matrix A EB,, is a Hull matrix if and only if 
there exists a permutation matrix P such that P < A. 
THEOREM 1. For any collection R(l),..., R(h) of B,,, every matrix of 
M,,(F) can be expressed as a product of matrices in AR<lj,,,,,ARCh>, if and 
only if the matrix _l can be expressed as a Boolean product of Hall matrices in 
the set {R(l),..., R(h)}. 
Proof. We first show necessity. For any n, and any field, there exists the 
nonsingularmatrixMsuchthatmii=1ifandonlyif~=i+lor(i,j)=(n,1) 
or (i,j)=(n,2). Th is matrix can be expressed as a product of matrices in the 
sets ARCi>. If R(i) is not a Hall matrix, all matrices in ARCi > will be singular, 
by the usual formula for the determinant. Thus the R(i) involved will be 
Hall matrices. The product of the corresponding R(i) as Boolean matrices 
cannot have a zero entry where M has a 1 entry, since whenever a Boolean 
product of the R(i) has a zero entry, the product of any matrices in the 
corresponding A aCi > must be zero. Thus there is a product of Hall matrices 
R(i) which is greater than or equal to M. But as a Boolean matrix, M is 
primitive. Therefore _I is also a product of Hall matrices R(i) ; in fact it is a 
power of the previous product. This proves necessity of the condition. 
We turn to sufficiency. We can suppose without loss of generality that all 
the matrices R( i ) are Hall matrices. Let P( i ) be a permutation matrix such 
that P(i) CR(~). Then A,<,> CA,,,,. From products of matrices in ArCi> 
we get all diagonal matrices as well as the matrices P(i) themselves, 
interpreted as matrices over a field. Let G be the group generated by the 
matrices P(i). Let TA denote the subsemigroup of M,,(G) generated by the 
AR(i)’ 
Let M(ij ) for i #i denote the Boolean matrix whose main diagonal 
entries are 1, whose (i, j)-entry is 1, and all of whose other entries are zero. 
Let S be the set of matrices M(ij) such that for some s and some P, QEG, 
we have M(ij) < PR(s)Q. If PTM<ij)QT *f R(s), then PTM(ij)QT ETA. 
Since P, QEG, therefore M(ij) E 2”. Let X(1) . . . X(w) =I, where for 
each j, X(j)=R(i) f or some i. Write X(j) =P(i)Y(j). Since P(i) <R 
(i), we have I= P(i)*P(i) < P(i)TR(i) = P(i)TX(j) = Y(i). So 16 Y(j), 
P(i,)Y(l)P(i,)Y(2) 9. . P(i,)Y(w) =J, where ii,...,& are such that R 
<il) =X(l),..., R( i, ) = X( w ) . Then this product can be written 
(P(i,)Y(l)P(iJ’)( P(il)P(is>Y(2)P(ia)-‘P(i,)-7~~~ 
qwl> * a. P(i,)Y(w)P(i,)-‘- * - P(ii)-‘)P(ir) * - - P(i,) =I. 
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Therefore a product of conjugates of the Y(i) by elements of G equals 1. 
Any conjugate PY( w )P - ’ is less than or equal to the product of all M( ii) 
such that M( ii ) < PY( w ) P -I. This is because a product of reflexive Boolean 
matrices is always greater than or equal to their sum. And such M(ij) 
belong to S. Thus the matrix / can be expressed as a Boolean product of 
matrices M(ij) in S. Draw a directed graph with vertices ur, . . . , U, such that 
there is an edge from oi to ui if and only if M( if ) ES. If this graph were not 
strongly connected, it would have more than one strong component, and no 
product of matrices of S could equal J. Thus the graph must be strongly 
connected. The interpretation of strong connectivity means that for all i#j, 
there exists a sequence i=i,, i,,..., i,=j such that for to=1 to u-l, 
E(i,i,+,) ES. 
We next show that we can obtain all matrices A over the field such that 
all main diagonal entries of A are 1 and there exists a single nonzero entry 
elsewhere, in some location (i, i). If E(ii ) ES, we can evidently obtain A. 
By the interpretation of strong connectivity, it will suffice to show that for 
distinct i, i, k, if we can obtain all such matrices whose nonzero off diagon- 
al entry is aii and if we can obtain all such matrices whose nonzero off 
diagonal entry is a+, then we can obtain all such matrices whose nonzero off 
diagonal entry is aik. But this can be done. If A is a matrix having sole 
nonzero off main diagonal entry aii and having ones on its diagonal, then AX 
performs the following row operation on X: add aji times row i to row i. 
Now consider the following sequence of row operations, for any z in the 
field: (1) add .z times row k to row i, (2) add row i to row i, (3) add --z times 
row k to row i, (4) add minus row i to row i. The result is to add row k to 
row i. This proves we can obtain all matrices having ones on the main 
diagonal, whose sole nonzero off diagonal entry is uik. Thus we can obtain 
any matrix all of whose main diagonal entries are one, having a single 
nonzero entry off the main diagonal. But it is well known (diagonalization by 
row and column operations) that such matrices, together with all diagonal 
matrices, generate all 12 X fz matrices. This completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY. A single A, generates all M,,(F) if and only if R is a 
primitive Hall matrix. 
It is well known that a single Boolean matrix is primitive if and only if its 
graph is strongly connected and the greatest common divisor of the lengths 
of all cycles in the graph is 1. See Rosenblatt [l], Schwarz [2]. 
How can we tell whether or not J is contained in the semigroup 
generated by a collection of Boolean matrices? One method is as follows: 
THEOREM 2. The matrix _l can be expressed as a Boolean product of 
matrices R(l),..., R( h ) having at leart one 1 in each row and column if 
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and only if the Boolean matrix 
i R(i) @R(i) 
i=l 
is primitive, where C3 denotes Kronecker product. 
Proof. Suppose J can be expressed as a product of R( 1)). . . , R( h ) . 
Since (A@A)( B@B) =AB@AB, we have that J8.I can be expressed as a 
product of the matrices R( i ) @R( i ) . But this product occurs in the 
expansion of some power of 
Thus some power of the sum is at least J@,J=J. Tbis proves necessity. 
Suppose 
C= 2 R(i)@R(i) 
i=l 
is primitive. This says that for any quadruple r, s, t, u that the (r, s), (t, u)- 
entry of some power of C is 1. Thus this entry of some product of the 
R(i) @R(i) is 1. Thus for some product M of the R(i), both m,, and msu 
are 1. 
The product of two matrices having at least one 1 in each row will have 
at least one 1 in each row, and the product of two matrices having at least 
one 1 in each column has at least one 1 in each column. Let M be a matrix in 
the semigroup generated by the R(i ) , whose first row M,. contains a 
maximum number of ones. Suppose for some p, mlP =O. Since M has a one 
in each column, mkp = 1 for some k. Let D be a matrix in the semigroup such 
that d,, = 1 and dlk = 1. Then (DM)li = 1 whenever mn = 1 and (DM),, = 1. 
Thus (DM),. has more ones than M,.. This is a contradiction. So mli = 1 for 
all i. By a similar argument there exists A in the semigroup such that ai, = 1 
for all i. Then AM =J. This completes the proof. n 
Every Hall matrix evidently has at least one 1 in each row and column. 
Without some assumption the theorem is not true. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the set of all matrices having at most two nonzero 
columns, together with the matrices having at most one 1 entry in each row. 
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This set is a semigroup under Boolean multiplication but does not contain J, 
even though CR(i) @R(i) is primitive. 
Q UESTION. Is there a polynomial time algorithm, for an arbitrary family 
R(1),..., R( h ) of II,, for determining whether or not _/ can be expressed as 
a product of matrices in this family? 
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